


▪ Very often we see only the final results of complicated physics analyses…

▪ But before we can do that we need to push the RAW data through very complex 
processing pipelines, including trigger and tracking
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▪ The typical data processing pipeline is as shown below:

▪ Detector collects data – radiation interaction with matter – loss of energy gives what we 
call „detector response”

▪ Readout electronics interprets the detector response and convert it into (usually) voltages 
and may convert it to a digital signal

▪ Then we combine the signals from different detectors, process with software to 
reconstruct particle trajectories (tracks) and vertices and…

▪ Perform the physics analysis



▪ There is approximately 100 billion protons circulating as bunches in LHC during 
the regular data taking runs

▪ Every 25 ns the bunches cross and interaction can occur (40 million times per 
second!)

▪ Typically 1 per million is useful for physics, the rest is consider the background or 
not interesting

▪ We need to be very clever to filter them out!

▪ Typically an LHC experiment produces a data stream of order of tens of GB/s

▪ Stored data are counted in tens of PB per year – these data are analysed by 
physicists



❑ This is the LHCb detector

❑ It is over 20 m long and 3 

stories high!!

❑ IT IS A BIG TOOL

❑ In a similar way as you 

may be interested in your 

PC screen resolution or 

your camera resolution 

we also need precise 

tools!
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▪ When we say: „reconstruction” we mean actually a lot of things on top of each other:

▪ Particles are created in collisions – we need to know where they are produced, what types 
are produced and follow them to their parents

▪ To make this happen we need: to reconstruct particles’ hits locally in tracking detectors, put 
the hits together to form tracks, use tracks to reconstruct vertices and finally we need to 
identify the type of particles (PID)

▪ This complicated procedure is usually divided into steps:

▪ Local hit reconstruction

▪ Pattern recognition algorithms to assign hits to tracks

▪ Fitting the trajectories to get the path of reconstructed particles inside detector 

▪ No universal solution! Each experiment is unique and need a lot of studies. We need 
to tune the performance using:

▪ Efficiency of tracking: how many tracks we can find compared to all re-constructible tracks

▪ Purity: fraction of real tracks to all reconstructed

▪ High quality MC samples are needed for this!!



















▪ Once we picked up an algorithm we need to understand its performance 

▪ It is a complicated thing! 







▪ Stop for one more minutes… We need to make sure our tracks are the high quality

▪ Time alignment

▪ Spatial alignment

▪ PID calibration

▪ Then we finally have physics quality tracks!



𝜶 → alignment constants, 𝐫 → track residuals, 𝑉 → covariance matrix



▪ Impact on impact parameter… quality – critical for trigger selections



▪ Mass resolution… Υ → 𝜇+𝜇−



▪ So, you say you reconstructed a track… what track…?

▪ PID dectectors – pure physics of radiation interaction with matter!



▪ Exclusive selections with complicated final states


